
ELECTRONIC LOCKSET WITH 
INTEGRATED MECHANICAL OVERRIDE

Bedrooms represent the highest risk space in Mental Health.  Our override mechanism is now built into the 
lockcase, enabling you to overcome even determined barricades in under 5 seconds.  

It operates on our smart platform – enabling remote programming, and real-time updates and reporting.  
Combining safety with speed of access, convenience and service user empowerment, it has an integrated 
mechanical override – so staff can always gain access.

The lock is operated using an access card, key 
fob or adjustable wristband.  The wristband can 
be issued to service users, emulating the home 
environment by giving them complete control over 
their living space access – restoring dignity, aiding 
recovery and reducing restrictive practices in line 
with Care Quality Commission guidance.

• Built-in emergency override ensures faster 
entry – no separate toolkit required

• Staff need only one access card to open all 
relevant doors

• Override activated using Lifeline key, also 
compatible with vision panels

NEW



OVERCOMING DETERMINED 
BARRICADES IN 5 SECONDS
While barricades are rare, clinical staff must be confident of always overcoming them to resolve hostage 
scenarios or help a service user attempting self-harm.  That’s why we’ve developed our electronic lockset 
with integrated mechanical override, ensuring staff can overcome barricades in just 5 seconds.  

Release the override handle using the  
staff-only Lifeline key

The key is always carried by staff to operate 
the observation panel.  In an emergency, the 
integrated override can be operated within  
5 seconds.
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Pull the handle down, retracting the bolt 
and deactivating the internal turn-pull

There’s a safety spindle that shears under 
heavy resistance.  So even in the most 
serious barricade attempts, where the 
service user attempts to jam the turn-
pull with their bed or body, swift access is 
achieved without damaging the lock or door.
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Pull the door outward 

This handle provides a 3x pull advantage 
over the internal handle – foiling attempts 
by a service user to hold the door shut.
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